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Ambedo aims to inspire readers in
making a positive impact in their lives
and those around them, and create a
better awareness of the local arts, music,
events, business and most importantly,
youth culture. Your are our content and
inspiration.
We are a small team of friends who’ve
come together to create something
awesome. Our core team has helped
put together everything that you’ll see
here- reviews, artwork, report, interviews,
promotions, discussions, photography,
and occasionally you’ll see us discussing
our own personal learning along the way.
Our goal is to create something that the
local youth can rely on as a portal into the
community of Bendigo and everything it
has to offer. As people, we want to be
as open and honest as we can with our
content, so that you, the reader, can
feel like you are genuinely a part of our
community, because you are!
Welcome, enjoy, and get involved!

Letters from the..

Editor

Hey! Call me Jay. Co-Founder, Co-Director,
and Editor at Ambedo. I’m all about creating
for the people, having a good time, and
pushing passion into the world. This project
has been my first major involvement here in
the community…come join me!

Co-founder

Hey I’m Tom, I make up the other half of
the founders of this magazine. As a music
producer, I want to try my best in getting
my stuff out there, in any way that I can. It’s
time we had a magazine for youth. Thanks for
AMBEDO; noun. A kind of melancholic picking up the third issue, see you around!

trance in which you become completely
absorbed in vivid sensory details-soaking
in the experience of being alive.
FRONT COVER ARTWORK BY:
Gemma Simpson

Ambedo is supported by the City of Greater Bendigo’s Young Communities Team
with funds provided by the State Government’s Engage! Program. Ambedo does
not in any way reflect the views or beliefs of the Bendigo Council.
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The Phantom of the Opera
Review written by Leroy Miller

Nexus’ adaption of “Phantom of the
Opera” was a thrilling adventure
leaving not one second unfilled;
with drama, incredible acting, and
intrigue. Following the story of the
award winning performance, in 1890s
Paris, the Paris Garnier is believed to
be haunted by an entity known as the
“Phantom” (played by Mason Hingston
and Jesse Lovell). Christine Daaé (Erin
Mannix and Madelyn Kidd) has been
given the lead role in the theatre’s
new performance after Carlotta (Tara
Glozier) has had an accident and refuses
to perform while the “Phantom” lurks
in the theatre. Raoul (Kody Austin and
Jordan Gleeson) meets Christine after
a long time at her performance seeks
and to have relationship with Christine.
Andre (Liam Brown and Jacob Lovell)
and Firmin(Chloe Lovell and Zedekai
Thorpe), the new owners of the theatre
make decisions for the opera that the
‘Phantom’ is displeased about and
makes them run his theatre how he
wants it ran.

boat and rigging the boat so it could
move across the stage, a great job by
Nexus.

Nexus has done an amazing job with
their props for the show. They have
put a lot of hard work and detail into
producing these props. One of the
main props was the mirror changing
from normal reflection, to a window
showing the ‘Phantom’ to Christine.
The boat was another honorable
mention, there was great detail on the

Nexus is a nonprofit Christian youth
theatre company providing an outlet
for the youth in Year 7-12 to participate,
learn and perform in Theatre Arts.
Nexus helps build confidence, allows
them to learn about drama, and
encourages them to be a part of a
community.

For such a small stage, they do such
a good job at bringing the audience
into the world of “The Phantom of the
Opera”. They had great acting giving
the effect of this whole thing being a
real event.
Phantom was a great performance with
fantastic music, outstanding portrayals
of the characters, and remarkable
props. I would recommend seeing
it, but the performance had its last
viewing of on 5th August. However, if
they were to redo their performance I
would strongly recommend watching
it. Although Phantom is no longer out,
next year Nexus is going have another
performance and it will be their
adaption of “The Sound of the Music”.
Seeing that Phantom was such a great
performance I believe that “Sound of
Music” will be just as amazing.
Some information about Nexus:

7 Tips to Improve Your Skin
By Milli Browne
Drink water. I know you’ve been told to do this
by every expert under the sun, but your skin
needs hydration, and not just from moisturiser.
Water flushes out toxins that are hanging around
in your system and gets all your organs working
properly. A big glass of water in the morning
before you start your day, two at lunchtime, one
at dinner and one before bed would help a lot
more than you think.
Cut down on your coffee intake!
I know this one will be hard, but
coffee is breaking out your skin,
especially if you like your coffee
sweet. An apple contains the same
if not more caffeine than a cup of
coffee. If it’s the warmth of the liquid that’s the
issue, try a cup of herbal tea.
Stop eating so much crap! Think about it. Do you
really know what you’re putting inside your body?
If you’re eating junk food more than 3 times a
week, then you are doing so much harm to your
body if you’re not exercising it out. As it travels
through your system, your body is grabbing all
the nutrients it can from the food you’ve just
consumed. If you’re not eating as clean as you
can be or should be, then your body is just
putting away the grease and it’s being pushed
out of your pores. Gross, isn’t it? Try packing your
lunches, the more creative you are the better
they will taste. Healthly meals + saving money =
happy, happy people.

Wash your sheets more often. Your
sheets should be washed at least once

a fortnight. The bacteria that builds
up on your pillow would be working
it’s way into your skin as you sleep- so
it doesn’t matter what you do, you’re
probably making it worse.
Shower at night. This might be a weird one but
trust me. Using a cleanser in the shower to take
off your makeup or just cleaning your face in
general works 100 times better in the shower
because the steam opens up your pores. You
wash off all the sweat
and grime that you’ve
gathered during the
day and the hot water
will relax you.
Simplify your routine.
How many products
do you use to control
breakouts? A cleanser,
toner, spot treatment, moisturiser, sunscreen…
the list goes on. All of these chemicals are
confusing your skin, and they might work for a
little while but they actually begin
to wear down the elasticity of your
skin over time. Hello, wrinkles! You
need to try cutting down that stupid,
lengthy and probably expensive
routine. Find a gentle cleanser, use a
spot treatment or oil (like jojoba oil)
and then a moisturiser. If you have
sensitive skin, try Sorbelene. Doing this day and
night will begin to clear and protect your skin.
And, also, WEAR SUNSCREEN!
Don’t expect a miracle overnight. These things,
when being done together, will begin to help you
in the long run. healthy eating and some exercise
will start to improve the inner workings of your
body and mind, and will begin to show on the
outside. At the end of the day, how you feel on
the inside reflects how you look on the outside.
Take pride in yourself and be gentle.
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ALEX LAHEY recently dropped by 45 Mundy street to
play for Freeza’s local gig after her Freeza songwriting
work shop at the Bendigo Library. We took the
opportunity to interview her about everything ‘Alex
Lahey’ and what her musical process entails…

released as a single. I think I wanted to compose a
song I was proud of. It was hypothetically about when
somebody doesn’t like you. Not based on something
about you, but more so something within themselves
that doesn’t want to accept you.

IE: This is your second time performing in Bendigo;
you performed at Groovin’ The Moo earlier this
year. How was the experience?

IE: Is it your favourite song from the EP?

AL: Yeah, it was awesome. I was talking to someone
about it before who came to the gig. It was surprisingly
big. I didn’t anticipate as many people being in the tent
for my set when it rolled around. We were really lucky...
Well, not really lucky, but there were a few shifts on the
day, because a couple of artists weren’t feeling too
well. So, it worked out in our favour and got us a better
set time, which was nice. Especially playing to regional
crowds and seeing everyone so excited. It’s such a high
standard that the festivals produce.
IE: What song got best reception from the crowd?
AL: I don’t remember. Probably ‘You Don’t Think You
Like People Like Me.’ Usually, people seem to know
it the most.
IE: When you wrote ‘You Don’t Think...”, what was
on your mind at the time? Were you attempting
to convey something, or was it written towards
somebody..?
AL: No, I’d just come back from BIGSOUND, which
was a big music industry gathering in Brisbane and I
feel like I was a really high standard of songs and artists
while I was there (I wasn’t playing, I just attended). So
I came home and I thought, “I need to write better
songs.” Yeah, and... I don’t know. I just decided to sit
down at the computer one day and decided that “I’ve
gotta write a really good song that I’m going to be
really happy with” and wrote that. I wasn’t happy with
it at the time, so I just kept it aside. It wasn’t until I took
it into the studio and it started becoming something
exceptional. And from there, it was recorded and

AL: My favourite song from the EP is ‘Let’s Go Out’.
It’s so much fun to play. It’s an under the fingers sort
of thing for me, which I really like. It’s almost second
nature of me. Perhaps it’s the easiest song, but it’s the
most exciting personally.
IE: It’s a bit of a sing-a-long as well, isn’t it?
AL: Yeah. It was one of those songs that came together
rather quickly. I woke up in the middle of the night
with this chorus in my head and recorded it in my
phone, before heading back to sleep. Then one day,
I went through all of my archived notes and found that
melody. I thought it was pretty catchy. And so, I swiftly
wrote a song around it.
IE: You performed the other single from the EP,
‘Wes Anderson’, at the songwriting workshop
earlier today. It reminds me of Arcade Fire’s album
‘The Suburbs’, and snippets of Bruce Springsteen as
well. Have you ever been inspired by those sorts of
artists or was there something else that influenced
how ‘Wes Anderson’ was composed?
AL: It was just composed on guitar. It was a solo guitar
piece for a long time. I suppose Springsteen is always
a bit of an influence for me. He’s very touchstone to
me musically. With Arcade Fire, I love them, and there’s
some influence from them on the new album coming
out. But it’s cool that you think that. It wasn’t necessarily
something I’d considered in any part of the process.
IE: What’s your favourite Wes Anderson film?
AL: Royal Tenenbaums, but I wrote ‘Wes Anderson’ after
a date when I saw The Grand Budapest Hotel. So that
has a special place in my heart.
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IE: The music video for ‘Everyday’s The Weekend’ has
got a few memorable qualities about it. Did you want
to discuss about how it came together?
AL: In this music video, there’s a series of poorly
consequential job opportunities that I go through and I
gradually get sacked from all of those jobs. At the end of
the video, there’s basically a big gathering where there’s all
these Alex’s performing the song together. It was accidental
how it all occurred. Originally, the band were supposed to
be in the room and it was supposed to be symbolic of an
individual finding their place. But since the turnaround
was so quick, my band were basically unavailable. So we
were left wondering who were we’re going to use. Then
the director suggested that I just play all of the parts. It
worked out, because there were three jobs, then I would
go into the four-piece band. So we went with it. It worked
logistically, because it was such an easy edit. I’m really glad
that we did that. Maybe some people think it’s a bit weird,
but I think it’s really funny. I hope that everyone watching
the video finds the humour in it and doesn’t find it to be a
self-prompted ego trip.
IE: I got the joke.
AL: Ah, good. *Laughs*
IE: Is there any other questions you’ve ever wanted to
be asked personally?
AL: I’m not sure. Doing things like the songwriting
workshop I was running for the Bendigo Writers Festival just
before, leads other people to ask you questions about your
musical process. It makes you think about certain things
and helps you reflect. I like people who help you to reflect
on your own processes on why things have turned out the
way they have. And hearing other people’s interpretations
of your own songs that you’ve never personally considered
or intended. Like with your Arcade Fire comparison to ‘Wes
Anderson’, it never occurred to me. I think that’s awesome.
IE: You originally started your music venture playing
the saxophone. How did that come into fruition?
AL: I’d wanted to play the saxophone since I was three.
There was a premonition that I was going to play the sax.
I don’t know why and I don’t know how it was exposed
to me. I wouldn’t be surprised if I was inspired from Lisa
Simpson. My mum can recollect me coming up to her and
passionately asking her to get one. I think she saw from
there that I wanted to get into music. Early on, I took up
the recorder and the piano. I gradually took up the clarinet

during my later years of high school and eventually
graduated onto the saxophone. Having had the
musical training and tuition beforehand supported my
endeavour into playing the saxophone.
IE: For other young musicians who dream of having
their musical material played on Triple J and write
great songs, what’s advice for them in general?
AL: Be yourself. Don’t try to write to please anyone or
to suck anyone in other than yourself. And I think that’s
the best way to get a start on music. Because imagine
getting a start on music that wasn’t your genuine self
and having to consistently keep up. It’s illogical! And
there’s longevity in creating any form of art that’s true
to yourself. If that’s what you want to do for the rest of
your life, to write songs and be a musical artist, then go
ahead and do it.
IE: What should we expect from your upcoming
album?
AL: It’s coming out worldwide on October 6th. It’s... I
don’t know. I don’t think I went out writing everything
together as any statement or anything. There’s ten
songs on it, you can expect that. They’re all new, apart
from the new single [‘Everyday’s The Weekend’]. I think
that it’s more developed from the EP and people will
enjoy the album as they did with that. It’s a very honest
record and it’s reflective of myself.
Interview by Isaac Everett, Artwork by Jasper Turpie

Submissions
We want to involve the local youth
community (12-25), so we’ve created open
submissions for the public to have the
chance to be featured either in our printed
magazine or on our website! Help us help
you create!
Check out our submisson application page
here or check out our Facebook page and
get involved!
www.yobendigo.com.au/What_We_Do/
YO_Media_Team
Photography submission by Caleb Tarpey

The Bloom by Makala Carlyle
She ran until her legs gave out beneath her. The little daughter
collapsed to the dirt and felt another shockwave sweep
through her body and over the ground, sending flecks of dust
and rocks flying. She turned her head towards Home.
Another crimson cloud of fire and ash billowed up towards the
sun. It was an insane beauty, this flower of death. She watched
it climb higher, far above the place she’d fled. She turned
her face away and cupped her hands around her ears. Never
to hear the whistle as another seed fell from the clouds and
bloomed.
Where did my little girl go? by Sarah Cooper
“Where did my little girl go?” The little girl you used to know is gone. She’s
grown and gotten strong. All along she’s known she would never be the
same. But to them it’s all a game that she plays to keep herself sane. But
that “game” she plays isn’t enough because to her, life is tough. And the
bruises and the cuts get deeper. Staring down the face of the grim reaper.
They see her, breaking. With the time it’s taking she has been making
someone else feel better. So she writes them a letter, letting them know
how much she cares. So she grabs the teddy bears and hugs them. They
make her feel safe when she’s locked away from the world. She was just
a little girl. So now you ask where your little girl went? The weight of the
world has left her bent out of recognition. Your little girl had to transition in
to a woman. Your precious little girl doesn’t exist. The further she drifts, the
more she’s forgotten. “Where did my little girl go?” Well, now you know.

An interview with Tasneem Chopra
By Ashley Eadon

“Be the change you wish to see in the world”
- Gandhi
Tasneem Chopra is a curator, consultant,
Author, and prominent activist. As an
independent Cross Cultural Consultant,
Tasneem delivers acclaimed workshops on
diversity, Caleb’s
identity, and
racism to
variedOR/
article
(TBC)
audiences from Supreme Court judges
ty piece??
-TBC
to kindergarten
teachers.
Growing up in
Bendigo, she provides advice to today’s
young change makers and world shakers.

Ashley’s refugee/equali-

What was it like growing up in Bendigo?
Growing up in Bendigo in retrospective was a
privilege, it was a real community. Everyone was
warm, welcoming, you could name everyone in
your class. Growing up in a regional community
gives you a wonderful opportunity to feel safe, hang out with your neighbours and know everyone’s
families.
How did you become a cross cultural consultant?
I have a background in community development as well as in psychology and sociology. I worked
in the community sector for over 25 years and I was engaging with people who were curious or
confused about different cultures. It started out very generically breaking down stereotypes of race
and colour, but then after 9/11 it moved from a hobby to a career standpoint. I didn’t seek this kind of
work, it really found me.
What skills do you think are important for young people to develop as they go about trying to
make a difference in their communities?
Communication is essential. We need to learn how to speak and generate a conversation.
Learning the skill of basic conversation, although it sounds cliché makes such a big difference in
building your confidence and just in getting to know someone. I think it’s a lot healthier and it is
happening a lot less because as a human race there is a preference and shift to communicate on an
online platform.
What advice would you give to young people trying to make a difference?
You can’t do it all. Most young people that I’ve met want to change the world straight away and make
the world a better place. I think that’s really encouraging that young people recognise that there is
a vast injustice between governments who make policy and the communities that are affected by
them, as they see the injustices between them. Whether that be surrounding same sex marriage,
human rights, or xenophobia, young people are a lot more savvy and politically aware than our
leadership knowns. So, I would encourage young people to not be deterred by it. Change will come
with pressure and public opinion, and from the strength that young Australians give to marginalised
communities and people groups.
What are practical things that young people can do daily to promote diversity and inclusion
and fight the injustices we see portrayed in the media?
I believe that it starts with the recognition of indigenous land. Acknowledging where we live, go to
school, that our space was built on the backs of somebody else. Through acknowledging this, it gives
you perspective on what is really yours and how you have a responsibility as a result to give back.
Whether it is through charity work, community based projects, advocacy or activism through your
writing or joining a political party it gives people an opportunity to give back.

Bendigo’s Hidden Gems
Eaglehawk Eco Centre
Flight Bar
By Jahmiele Hicks

By Mikayla Kerr

By Michellie Charvat

Purveyors of Southern Fried
Chicken and proud stockists of
independent beer, wine and
spirits, Flight Bar are providing
the goods.
“Every time I walk-in I become
more amazed at the range of
craft beers nick and Justin select.
It’s new impossible to walk away
without buying at least 1. And to
top it off Justin’s ‘Nashville Bok
Bok’ has become my burger of
choice. Keep it up doodes.”
“This place is fantabulous! Fried
chicken perfection, outa sight
pickles (I always ask for extra
of these babies) and now the
community hot sauce- freshest,
most fierce hot sauce with all the
flavour and less of the burn. I
may actually be addicted to this
stuff.”
AND they even sell some of
their house-made products
individually for you to take
home and use however you
please-including their housemade pickles, Louisiana Cajun
Spice Mix, and their Bendigo
Community Hot Sauce.

Before getting my P Plates I had
been to The Recycling Yard a
total of two times I believe. It’s a
bit dirty, dusty, and messy, with
bits and pieces everywhere but
somehow organised at the same
time.
Sort of like you’ve gone to
someone’s place and they have
a hoarding problem and you’re
looking through all of their stuff
they have just laying around. You
never know what you’re going
to find.
Like Op Shops you’re always able
to get bargains when sorting
around for what you’re after.
Hidden away just out of the CBD
of Eaglehawk, you can always
find anything from the piles and
piles of vinyls, to toilet seats.
If antiques are your thing you’ll
be able to find something as
well.
I myself recently bought a Sanyo
Stereo Cassette Deck from the
late 70’s for $5 and she works
like a dream.
If you’ve just moved into your
first house and are looking for
cheap furniture and don’t mind
something second hand, then
coming to The Recycling Yard is
a smart idea.
I am a little somewhat addicted
to coming here and checking out
what has recently come in, and
what other old school electronics
I can amuse myself with. I will
always recommend this place to
people love op shops or just love
old stuff.

Here in Bendigo there are so
many art opportunities, from
artists coming talk at openings of
exhibitions, to art competitions
popping up here and there, and
heaps of places to enjoy art and
be inspired by others. One of
the great galleries that Bendigo
has to offer is The Arnold Street
Gallery, just up from the new
hospital. The Arnold Street
Gallery offers a beautiful space
for educational and work-shops,
and exhibitions and artworks by
a range of professional artists.
Stepping into this gallery is
like stepping into any great art
space, it takes you away from
reality for a moment and just
lets you explore the art and
the meanings and messages
explored within the artwork.
What separates this gallery
from others is how warm and
inviting this art gallery is, and
how contemporary and changing
it is. The gallery has so much
potential and won’t take long to
become a very popular gallery
to be visited by many more. The
gallery was established in 2016
by local based artists Dr. Susan
McMinn and Tegan Wheeldon,
and in 2017 Sara McQueenie
joined the gallery also. The
gallery was designated to be an
exhibition and commercial space
for emerging, mid-career and
established Australian artists,
and provides a supportive and
energetic atmosphere, as well
as giving Australian artists the
opportunity to showcase their
talent.

Check ‘Em Out
189 Upper California Gully Rd,
Eaglehawk,.
(03) 5446 3467
Price range - $

Check ‘Em Out
12pm-5pm Wed-Sat
189 Arnold Street, Bendigo.
0439 571 054
www.arnoldstreetgallery.com

Check ‘Em Out
12pm-8pm, Mon-Sat
8 Centreway Arcade, Bendigo
https://www.facebook.com/
flightbarbendigo/
http://www.flightbarbendigo.
com
Price range - $

Jas’ top records of 2017 (so far)
By Jasper Turpie

Petite Afrique by Somi
One of the most significant,
intelligent and expressive records
of this year. African-American
Singer, Somi Kakoma, melds Jazz
and African cultural influences
into a sincere and unique musical
landscape, providing an indepth critique and discussion
surrounding the gentrification
of NYC suburb, Harlem. It’s
authentic, intriguing and very,
very well put together. Definitely
give this one a listen.

Flower Boy by Tyler, The Creator
This album is a surprising
spectacle in the hip-hop scene
and is Tyler’s most artistic, direct
and emotional body of work yet.
It sounds dreamy, cohesive and
lyrically punchy. What’s surprising
about this album is how he throws
his jokester internet persona on
its head. He’s discussing real,
intimate and expressive topics
such as repressed sexuality,
unrequited love, self-reflection
and self-doubt. If you haven’t
heard Tyler’s work before, start
with this one.

Brutalism by IDLES
It’s electrifying, angry, blistering
and ridiculous. It’s punk in 2017.
Bristol band, IDLES really did
well in putting together this loud,
snarky, dirty piece of music. A
social commentary on modern
British life, employment, violence
and politics in a crumbling civil
society. Frontman Jack Talbot’s
vocals are harsh, the guitars are
electrifying, it’s all there. If you’re
missing the 80’s English Punk,
this is the new best thing.

What we’re listening to:
High on Humans by
Oh Wonder

Provider by Frank
Ocean

Kong by Bonobo

Insane in the Brain
by Cypress Hill

Overflow by Bootleg
Rascal

Storm by Godspeed
You! Black Emperor

Supermarket Flowers
by Ed Sheeran

Number One by Tove
Styrke

You’re Not Good
Enough by Blood
Orange

Tongue Tied by
Grouplove

Day 211:
Dad died,
and
I got
dumped
By Jahmiele Hicks

So, as you may be able to tell from the title, I
haven’t had the greatest time recently. I caught
Glandular Fever, the next week I got dumped, and
then the next day I found out my (alcoholic) father
was dying from liver failure, and about 2 weeks
later, he actually died. You might be thinking
‘Jesus, girl. Are you alright?’, and strangely enough
the truth is, for now at least, I am.
I won’t get into details but my childhood wasn’t
exactly what you would call a childhood-I’ve seen
some shit, so this isn’t new. I know for a fact that
it could have been much worse and that others
have suffered worse but if you take anything from
here let it be this; You’re allowed to feel like shit,
regardless of how much worse someone else may
have it. You’re allowed to feel a little sorry for
yourself. You’re allowed to be upset about things
that don’t go your way. You’re allowed to want a
little compassion and sympathy, and for lack of a
better word-attention.
Just don’t let that become you. As I write this I’m
on a packed 2-hour train trip to Melbourne, on
my way to an open day for a private music college
(Collarts) that could very well be my next step into
my dream career. All those things I mentioned at
the start? That all happened in the space of about
a month.
Guess what though; I’m alright, I’ve made a point
of looking after myself and not letting myself get
stuck in what I like to call my ‘typical breakdown
rut’. I cared for myself and didn’t allow myself
to ignore the world just because I didn’t want
anything else to come at me-it’s gonna happen
regardless of whether I open the front door or not.
Now let’s change things up a little. Here are some
things that are made to help when you really can’t
deal with what’s coming at you today, when you
want to just stay in bed and leave the outside
world to its own devices. This isn’t a list of cute
little ‘self-care hints and tips for when you’re
having a bad day’ that you can find with a quick
search on Tumblr. While they are completely valid,
this is something for the more seriously afflicted.
You’ll understand what I mean when you read on.

-Can’t shower or take a bath? Dry shampoo can make
your hair look and feel cleaner, and baby wipes or
makeup wipes work great to get the top layer of grime
off your skin.
-Can’t wash your sheets and make your bed? I feel
you. Push your blankets out of the way and shake the
crumbs from last night’s snack off your sheet. It will at
least be a bit more comfortable.
-Can’t even change out of your dirty pajamas? Been
there. Hit yourself with some Febreeze and a lint
roller. If you can, brush your hair. If you can’t, hair ties
and bobby pins are fantastic.
-Can’t make anything to eat? Same. If you can, there’s
no shame in ordering food. In fact, it’s probably
better you eat something rather than go hungry. At
the very least, drink some water.
-Can’t respond to messages or reach out for help?
Yeah, I get that. Set an alarm for a few hours from
now and respond to any messages you need to
once you’ve given yourself time to prepare. As far as
personal messages go, don’t feel bad for sending a
mass “I’m sorry, I’m in a personal emergency right
now. I’ll get back to you as soon as I can.” response to
everyone.
-Can’t go for a walk/drive? Try opening the blinds or
curtains. You’re still exposing yourself to the outside
world. Baby steps.
-Can’t go into work/school? Let people know. Let
your coworkers or classmates know it’s an emergency
and you can’t make it. Give yourself up to two days,
but then you have to go back. Ask to have your work
emailed to you so you know what you missed.
-Can’t brush your teeth and wash your face? Makeup
or baby wipes and gum or mouthwash. Don’t
let yourself physically rot because you’re rotting
emotionally.
-Remember that you’ve been here before. If you
survived then you can survive now. That’s what this is
about- survival. You don’t have to be living your best
life. Right now, it’s more than enough that you’re alive.

To end on a somewhat more positive note…
“When we talk about self-care, it’s often
a reactive practice. Having a hard time?
Struggling with things? Take care of yourself.
But proactive self-care is so, so important in
preventing or lessening some of those hard
times. You don’t need to be in crisis to take
some time out for yourself. You deserve it
always”-but again, don’t let it become you. By
that, I mean that one of the most empowering
types of self are is responsibility. Don’t let
yourself forget that the real world does still
exist, and eventually you’ll have to pick yourself
up and pay those bills, or do that homework,
or wash those dishes, or at the very least
communicate with others why it is you haven’t
spoken to them in a week. Do what you can,
when you can, but make it your responsibility to
actually do so.
SOURCE: You are Not Alone //
catstrus.tumblr.com

Local Matters
Dear Christians,
I’m sorry that a lot of gay people become
bullies and disrespectful towards your
choice to vote no, while their actions seem
evil, it comes from a place of decades of
hurt and rejection and they are just fighting
so hard for their chance to be accepted
FULLY by the country they live in. It comes
across as obnoxious, rude and juvenile and
it is wrong to be that way. I wish they could
try a bit more to connect with you as people
and create a better understanding for views
unlike their own instead of fight you like
you’re the enemy.

Everyone, please calm down!!

Written by Aaron Crothers

Written by Ryan Peterson

A lot of Australians are up in arms about
the political climate, not only at home but
across the world. Mostly because of the
changes we as a population are seeing. Or
rather, the lack of change. The fact of the
matter is, the men and women of parliament
just don’t (or won’t) get along.
You want an example? In a sitting of
parliament back in February, our lovely
prime minister Malcolm Turnbull called Bill
Shorten a ‘parasite’ and a ‘social-ladder
climbing sycophant’
Really? Mr Turnbull, you are our Prime
Minister. You set a standard for all politicians
and people of Australia, and this is what you
come up with? Blatantly calling your oppose
a parasite?
That’s a massive hindrance of change.
People like our very own Prime Minister
are so focused on being ruthless in their
Dear gay people,
politics (a la Donald Trump) that they
I’m sorry that a lot of Christians see you
seem to have forgotten the meaning of
as nothing but an abomination. While
bipartisanship! Young people aren’t terribly
their actions seem evil, it comes from a
interested in sticking it to the opposition
place of thousands of years of doctrinal
party in the Senate, they’re more interested
misinterpretations, cultural influences on
religion and brainwashing; all of which have in real, tangible change that may even
*gasp* reach across party lines! So, people
really changed what modern Christianity is
for the worse. It’s like they haven’t even read of governments, local, state and federal,
please stop it with the bashing and help
the bible. I wish they could try a bit more
to connect with you as people and create a each other out!
better understanding for views unlike their
Sincerely,
own instead of fighting you, like you’re the
a concerned young Australian.
enemy.

Crazy
Cassette
Lady.
By Emma Blackford

It’s warm, sometimes it’s a bit fuzzy, screams
when you bring your phone too close, certainly
loveable, and apparently never coming back
into vogue… it’s the cassette tape. For those
who were born this Millennia, cassettes are the
dinosaur of music mediums, belonging to the
Neanderthals born in the ancient times before
the 90’s came along.
For the past decade I’ve been asking the same
question; “When are they coming back?”.
Around 2010, vinyl records came back fast and
hard, becoming the popular and most loved
music format of our modern-day hipsters. Yet
cassettes retained their low-ranking position,
lurking the shadows of the music industry, hiding
away in musty boxes and op-shop shelves. It
seemed that LP’s and 45’s would be given a
new lease of life, while my beloved cassettes
remained as dead as the many musicians on
them. The obsession started with a beaten, old
Corolla CS-X~yes, that’s a now collectable car,
which has somehow also come back into value
in the last few years. This shoebox on wheels
had an equally aged cassette player, on which
my mother would play an unending stream of
mix tapes with (not surprisingly) the music I now
love. Some years later my father gave me a small,
black pouch, containing three tapes (A Flock
Of Seagulls, Nazareth, and Supertramp were
our selections). These ancient little creatures
had traveled around the world multiple times
and are likely twice my age, having been played
hundreds upon hundreds of times.
On occasion people will find old tapes in their
garage, under their stairs, crammed in the glove
box of a decrepit vehicle somewhere, or in some
other untouched place. Those who know me
well, will sometimes be kind enough to gift me
these pretty little things rather than throw them
to landfill with their many fallen brothers. The
majority of my plethora, however, has grown
from op-shopping, and recently has increased in
number by that nice guy who works in Hardcopy
Entertainment in Lyttleton Terrace, who brought
some in for me.
In 2014, Guardians of the Galaxy went from
comic to television screen, and my favourite
little music format made a cameo appearance.

I won’t lie to you, I’d never heard of Starlord
before the movie came onto screens, and the
first time I watched it was at a friend’s house
while munching on a super-sized bucket of
Skittles, late at night. The first thing she had
said to me upon watching the movie was

“EMMA! THIS GUY
HAS A CASSETTE
PLAYER LIKE YOU!”…

I guess you could say I had a reputation amongst
my friends for carrying around my player and a
bag filled with tapes rather than textbooks. This
was it! This was the opportunity! My cassettes
would be reanimated, brought back from the
dead, reincarnated, thanks to this movie. No
such luck. There was no musical movement, no
religious front, and certainly no sudden flare of
a new wave of production. Bugger. The best
deal that seemed to be cut out for me, was
no longer having to explain to every second
person under the age of 25 what the heck “that
device” I was carrying was, and why my phone
was permanently on airplane mode (for the
unobsessed; the signals from phones interfere
with the tape and cause it to squeal loudly,
airplane mode eradicates this).
I resigned myself to the realization that perhaps
tapes would remain a thing of the past. Despite
being unloved by and unknown to the majority
of the modern world, I can still have my fun. For
the friend who forced me to watch Guardians
of the Galaxy, I made her a mixtape for her 16th
birthday the same year she showed me the
movie. Although her taste in modern music is not
quite my cup of tea, and it seemed exceptionally
out of place upon those polyester, magneticcoated reels, I can rest easy in the fact at least
one other person has embraced my love.
On those days where I’m particularly
unproductive, I will sit and decorate my mix tapes
with art, or re-organize my extensive collection.
As of recent I’ve been dabbling in infidelity…
cheating on my loveable tapes with dirty records.
Although I can appreciate the 45’s and LP’s and
embrace them as part of my musical format
family, it is without a doubt my tapes cannot
and will not ever be replaced. Sure, they’re likely
never coming back into vogue and my vigilante
crusade is probably in vain, but cassettes
shall always have a place on my shelves, in my
partner’s car (which conveniently has a player; I
guess you could say he’s a keeper!), and in my
heart. Their warm, comforting tones, varying
speeds, irritating requirement to be rewound
or fast-forwarded, and fuzzy crackle, are a
permanent part of my life, and I will forever be

Battle of the
bands
On Friday September 22nd, Bendigo’s Freeza
Committee held their annual Battle of the Bands,
and it was definitely a night to witness. The night’s
performances included; Stephani William (with our
very own Isaac Everett), Jacob Brown, Steph Bitter,
NationWild, Byrne, Ironstone, and winner of the
Battle of the Bands competition; Tom Hadlow.
Tom Hadlow came second in 2016’s round of
Bendigo’s Battle of the Bands, and Bryn McCormack
(member of 2016 BOTB winners, Trash Lily) had
the honour of announcing the judge’s decisions
to his previous competition. It was a phenomenal
moment for the audience, most already knowing
of the previous year’s results, and many supporters
having fingers crossed for Tom.
We can’t wait to see how Tom goes in the next
round of Battle of the Bands, and we wish him and
the rest of this year’s performers the absolute best
in their ongoing musical endeavours.

UPDATE
UPDATE

Michellie, 17

Leroy, 14

We’d like to welcome our newest Ambedo
Team Members:
Michellie Charvat and Leroy Miller! You’ll be
seeing these guys pop up throughout our
magazine and online platforms now and
then with some great creative ideas and
interesting pieces, including a couple you’ll
see in this issue (check out the ‘Phantom of
the Opera’ on page 4 and ‘Arnold Street
Gallery’ in our Hidden Gems!) We’re eager
to see some more awesome stuff from
these guys so get ready. Onwards and
Upwards!

